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I. The European
full-truckload
transport market
in Corona times:
Why this study?
Truck transport is the backbone of the European logistics system. Every workday there are
about 2.1 million heavy-duty tractor-trailer
units on European roads, of which more than
600 thousand move freight over long-distances
on - mostly – international, border-crossing
routes. The business of international “fulltruckload (FTL)” transport employs more than
750 thousand drivers. By our estimates this
market in total represents a business volume
in the order of € 65 to 75 bill. per year. This
same figure is the annual cost volume carried
by shippers across all European countries and
most industries. Between 55 and 60% of the
international FTL-industry’s capacities today
are provided by carrier operations based in
Eastern and Eastern-Central parts of the European Union1.
But the prospects of this industry have
come to be questioned recently because
of numerous uncertainties and hard-to-interpret
observations:
•

Profound concerns about the future
state of the economy in many shipper
industries and most European countries
are being heard due to the Corona Pandemic: A looming recession and a severe downturn of demand for logistics
services?

•

At the same time, paradoxically,
FTL capacity bottlenecks are being reported. Both logistics service provider
industry members and shippers are

voicing concerns about the current and
future ability of the truck transport industry to reliably and sustainably meet
the European economy’s future needs
for essential transport service.
A variety of reasons is being discussed
for this.
The study presented on the following pages
is an attempt to help untangle, at least to better
understand, this seeming paradox. It intends
to clarify what the current capacity situation
in the European FTL market is, and how is it going to develop in the future. It is based
on survey of high-ranking industry experts, both
from the “supply-” and the “demand-side” of the
market. It was conceived as a “snapshot” online
survey, conducted in very short time and – intentionally – a very compact fashion.
The findings will be summarized in five brief
sections of this report. First, the approach to the
study and data are explained (time-pressed
readers may want to skip this section). Second,
the survey findings about the alleged European
FTL capacity shortage are presented: Who is it
that seems to be most concerned about future
shortages, and who is less concerned? Third,
opinions on the causes for FTL capacity shortages are reviewed. Fourth, the survey respondents’ business reactions and actions
in response to FTL capacity shortages
are reported. And finally, the author offers
an interpretation on what may be taken away
from this “snapshot” survey as recommendation
for FTL market participants’ future planning.
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These figures refer to the current EU-countries plus Switzerland and Norway. More details are found in the
recent study on the EC’s “Mobility Package I” (see <tlp_raport_en.pdf>)!
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II. How was the survey
done and analyzed?

Approach to the study: The principal idea
of this snapshot research effort was to ask
a selection of high-ranking and highly experienced participants in the European FTL
transport market for their spontaneous answers to six key questions, which relate
to the subject:
Question 1: How do you assess the European FTL capacity situation in your
markets TODAY?
Question 2: How do you see the FUTURE
European FTL capacity situation?
Question 3: If you see FTL-capacity shortages (as above), to what extent and is the
“DRIVER SHORTAGE” the reason, and what
are its causes?
Question 4: Other potential reasons for an
FTL-capacity shortage in Europe? To what
extent and why are truck operators deliberately REDIRECTING/WITHDRAWING CAPACITY from this market?
Question 5: YOUR OWN COMPANY’S (i.e.

the participating carrier, other logistics service provider, or shipper companies) RESPONSE to the current /expected
future capacity situation in the European
FTL market?
Question 6: Your spontaneous assessment
of the RELATIVE IMPORTANCE of CAUSES
for FTL-capacity problems: Which of the
causes suggested, by your judgement,
is the most important one, if any?
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The reason for this very compact format of
the inquiry was the obvious fact that responses
from high-ranking members of transport, other logistics, and shipper organizations could only be
expected, if participants could answer quickly
and easily. The questionnaire was accessible
online and answers to pre-structured questions
were included. Respondents could check those answers with one “click”. They also had the possibility to add personal comments on each question.
A full copy of the online questionnaire is available
from the author upon request.
Selection of questionnaire recipients and “validity” of the data: The questionnaire was sent off
November 11-13, accompanied by a personal
email request for cooperation, to about 100 executives and staff experts from FTL-market participants, representing a broad sample of European
carriers, forwarders, other logistics service providers, and major European shippers.
Given the huge number of trucking companies operating heavy duty, longer distance international
FTL in Europe2, it is difficult, if not impossible
to precisely defining that market. Therefore,
and due to the self-imposed narrow restrictions of
time and budget for this research “snapshot”,
there can be no claim for “validity” and “representativeness” in the rigorous sense of academic research.

There are probably more than 200 thousand operators of the ca. 2.1 mill. heavy tractor-trailer units active in Europe, many of them in short-distance, regional, and specialized transport, including the operators of the about 0.6 mill. trucks in international operations. See Klaus (2019): Mobility Package I, found in
<tlp_raport_en.pdf>)!.
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But the author claims his best professional effort –
based on his long-time experience with the European transport, logistics, and market intelligence
studies3 – that the recipients of the questionnaire
were carefully chosen to mirror the geographical,
national, and operational characteristics of the European FTL-market.
The following pragmatic considerations went into
the construction of the mailing list used to invite
survey participants:

VOLUME, geographically diversified PANEUROPEAN TRANSPORT DEMAND – annual
truck transport pocurement budgets of € 100
mill. and more;
•

Aiming for a realistic BALANCE OF BOTH
EASTERN AND WESTERN EUROPEAN survey
participants ;

•

ACCESSIBILITY of questionnaire-recipients.

•

Focus on CARRIER PARTICIPANTS from
COUNTRIES where MOST INTERNATIONAL
ROAD TRANSPORT OPERATIONS are HOMEBASED, especially on

The response-rate by the 100+ recipients of the
questionnaire was about 50%. 51 fully completed
questionnaire responses to survey were received
within one week after the mailing.

•

BIGGER carriers with fleets or permanent subcontractor commitments of more than 100, up
to several thousand heavy-duty international
trucks, on the assumption that big market participants have the broadest market overview;

The respondent “demography”: More than 40 of
the respondents to the questionnaire were at the
CEO, General Manager, or vice-presidential level of
the companies reporting. The remaining respondents were expert staff members from transport/logistics departments of companies represented

•

Focus on SHIPPER AND FORWARDER PARTICIPANTS representing HIGH FTL CARGO

The geographic distribution of the companies responding is shown in exhibit I.

Exhibit I: Three types of respondents to the survey and the geographic distribution of their home-offices: green squares = asset-based
carriers home-bases1; white squares = Pan-EU forwarders, non-asset-based logistics service providers; orange hexagons = big PanEU FTL shippers’ headquarters
3

See the annual “Top 100 of Logistics” studies initiated by the author 1996, latest issue Schwemmer/Dürrbeck/Klaus (2020) at <scs.fraunhofer.de> or <dvz.de/top-100-de>!
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Questionnaire responses came from 30 “assetbased” carrier companies who operate own fleets,
in total of more than 24 thousand tractor-trailer
units. Four of them have “very big” own fleets of
more than one-thousand units, 19 operate midsize fleets of 100 to 1000 units, seven of them are
designated as relatively “smaller” with fewer than
100 units.
12 companies are large “asset-light” forwarders
and diversified logistics service providers. All of
them are headquartered in Western Europe but doing business all over Europe. Ten of these have
annual revenues in the billion-Euro order (two exceptions), all of them are estimated to spend more
than € 100 mill on FTL-subcontractor services p.a.
Taken together, these 12 Pan-European companies regularly employ an estimated 48 thousand

subcontractors – most of these based in Eastern
Europe.
Finally, responses came from 7 large Pan-European shippers – representing the automotive industry, steel products, consumer packaged goods,
and chemical industry members. Again, all of these
have total annual revenues in the billion-Euro order. Their annual budgets each for purchasing European border-crossing truck transportation are
estimated at more than € 100 mill p.a.
Taken together, this sample is believed to provide
a limited4, but rather balanced representation of
major participants in the European FTL transport
market.
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The demand-side shippers and forwarders who participated in the study are responsible for the utilization of
about 10% of the capacity of European the ca. 600 thsd. unit truck fleet moving border-crossing FTL transport
volumes every day (see the data quoted in the introduction to this report).
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III. FTL-capacity
shortages in Europe:
What the data tells

“Snapshot” of the capacity situation of today (Oct./Nov. 2020): The answers found in the survey responses to question nr. 1 “How do you assess the European FTL capacity situation in your markets
TODAY?” are not unequivocal, as Table I shows:
No capacity
shortages at al

Holiday/season
shortages

Ongoing light
shortages
(<10%)

Ongoing severe
shortages
(>10%)

Overall FTL market
capacity

3

21

21

6

Availability of subcontractor capacity

2

16

22

8

Own filet capacity
(when applicable)

13

15

9

2

Table I: Responses to question I on the FTL capacity situation TODAY (fall 2020)

27 of the 51 respondents say, in fact, that they
currently see “ongoing light or even severe capacity shortages” in the FTL market overall (see
the entries in the two cells to the right of the
shaded row in the Table!). But 24 say that they
see no – or the quite normal seasonal and temporary shortages, which are experienced in the
fourth quarter every year in many sectors of the
economy.
With regard to the availability of FTL subcontractor capacity, which plays an important role particularly for the large forwarders and other thirdparty logistics providers, the shortage situation
seems to be a little more pronounced: 30 of 48
respondents to this question stated that they observe ongoing light and severe subcontractor
capacity shortages (see the second row in the
table!). This is an observation which will be corroborated several times by the analyses following.

Not so surprising is the message from the third
row of table I: That the majority of respondents
sees their own fleet capacities, which they have,
as sufficient.
The assessments of the current FTL capacity situation across Europe are not
consistent.
A slight majority of respondents does
see ongoing – not only temporary or
seasonal – shortages. But a significant
number of respondents does NOT see
ongoing shortages!
Understanding the equivocality of responses:
But what might be the explanation for the rather
divergent views on the current FTL capacity situation? The survey data available allows for
some more detailed analysis:
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If we look at the profile of those respondents
who confirmed ongoing capacity shortages vs.
the profile of those who rather did not see – or
only temporary – shortages, some indication is
found for the divergent assessments of the capacity situation: We find that the RESPONDENTS
STATING ONGOING CAPACITY SHORTAGES is
made up mainly of two groups – the group of
LARGE PAN-EUROPEAN FORWARDERS, and the
group of LARGER ASSET-BASED CARRIERS
(mostly operating from Eastern Europe), who
operate own fleets but also regularly are USING
SUBCONTRACTOR CAPACITY (which tends to
come from smaller Eastern FTL carriers.

in exceptional situations), and some of the VERY
LARGE SHIPPERS. The reason in their case
seems to be the fact that they command large
international FTL shipping volumes, which are
attractive enough to transport capacity suppliers
to serve them, even when capacity is scarce in
the general market.
It is likely that the severity of FTL capacity shortages reported depends on
the degree of importance which subcontractor capacity (primarily supplied
by smaller Eastern European trucking
companies) has to the respondents.
The more transport service providers
depend on that kind of capacity, the
more they perceive ongoing shortages!

Two other groups of respondents, who largely
did NOT report ongoing capacity shortages, include FLEET OPERATORS from Eastern and
Western Europe whose business does NOT DEPEND on SUBCONTRACTOR CAPACITY (or only

Assumptions about the future FTL capacity situation: The second question to the companies surveyed
was about the future: “How do you see the FUTURE European FTL capacity situation?”. Table 2 summarizes the answers given to this question.
No capacity
shortages at al

Holiday/season
shortages

Ongoing light
shortages
(<10%)

Ongoing severe
shortages
(>10%)

3

21

21

6

Today overall
Near yearend 2020
5

16

20

8

During spring of
2021

5

22

16

5

Post Corona:
2021 ++

7

11

21

8

Table II: Responses to question II on the future FTL capacity situation

The rows in table II report on the assessment of
FTL capacity shortages for four different time
periods. Row one repeats the answers related to
today’s (Oct./Nov. 2020) situation (same as row
1 in Table I). Row 2 reports on the respondents
expectation for the remaining few weeks of
2020. Row 3 reports on expectations for the
spring 2021 – a period for which most participants still expect depressed economic activity,

as the pandemic will not be under control for
many months into year 2021. In row 4 (shaded
dark) the answers relate to the time when the
Pandemic will (hopefully) be over – by most
people’s expectation from the summer of 2021
or later.
The basic pattern which was described above
for “today” is unchanged: a moderate majority
7
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of respondents expects ongoing shortages
(note the righthand-side numbers in the table!),
but a significant minority of respondents continues to NOT expect permanent capacity shortages (note the lefthand-side numbers in the table!). However, for the “spring 21” period there
are fewer respondents expecting shortages. As
comments by survey-respondents suggest, this
is because the pandemic for months into 2021
will still have a negative effect on transport capacity demand in many parts of Europe and in
many sectors of the European economy.
The last row in table II suggests the expectation
by a clear majority of the respondents (29

expecting permanent shortages vs. 18 not expecting permanent shortages) that FTL capacity
shortages will consistently and significantly increase in the longer term. The reason for this –
as will become clearer in the next sections of
this report – is the expectation that capacity, especially from the smaller Eastern European truck
operators, will gradually melt away and not
come back.
Over the longer term, once the Corona
pandemic will be over, a majority of
FTL industry experts expect a continuously tightening capacity situation.
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IV.

The Pan-European
truck-driver shortage
as key cause for
FTL-capacity problems
– and what is behind it?

Reasons for FTL capacity shortages: One key
concern affecting the road transport industry’s
capacity has been under discussion for many
years in the transport industry5: the truckdriver shortage – especially for international
drivers willing to do the harsh job of being on
the road for uninterrupted two-, three-, and
more weeks away from their operations bases
and homes.

The last question in the survey asked for a
“spontaneous assessment of the RELATIVE IMPORTANCE of CAUSES for FTL-capacity problems”.
As table III shows by far the largest number of
respondents voted for the “driver shortage” as
the main cause of capacity shortages.

Nr.
checks
No shortage seen

2

Drive shortage

29

FTL Capaciti redirected
away from FTL market

6

Capacity withdrawn
entirely from transport

12

Other cause

0

Table III: Key causes for FTL capacity shortages

5

For a thorough discussion of the driver situation, specifically in European border-crossing trucking and including references to additional sources, note again Klaus (2019) “EU Mobility Package I”, available at
<tlp_raport_en.pdf>!
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Why there is a driver shortage? Question 3 of the survey then asked for the survey respondents’ observations on main reasons for the apparent difficulty to attract and keep international drivers: “To what
extent and why is the “DRIVER SHORTAGE” a reason for FTL capacity shortages, and what are its
causes?”. Answers to this question are found in table IV.
No importance

Little importance

Moderate importance

High importance

Very high importance

Drivers shift to less
demanding job in local/regional ops

5

15

13

13

3

Drivers change to
other kinds of jobs,
e.g. in industry

4

15

16

11

4

Demography: Older
drivers retiring, job
unattractive for young

0

5

6

24

16

Table IV: Survey responses to the question on likely causes for the driver shortage.

As expected, there is a strong vote for the demography argument. 40 out of 51 respondents
note the fact that large numbers of older drivers
are currently retiring from the FTL-industry
workforce. This trend will continue in coming
years due to a high average age of the current
generation. But the attractiveness of the job for
younger people is insufficient to compensate
this. Respondents gave a number reasons why
this is so: Some of these reasons are well known
and much discussed in the industry, such as the
poor image and respect awarded to international
drivers, and the objectively harsh worklife conditions of their “on the road” job (if compensated for drivers from Eastern European countries by incomes which are high relative to pay
levels offered in their home countries for local,
stationary jobs). But there were less obvious
reasons mentioned, too: The uncertainties related to the stability of driver jobs, especially
with the smaller and financially precarious subcontractor companies, and increasing risks of
being fined for traffic and work rule violations.
Last not least, the Corona pandemic makes it
difficult for international drivers to count on being able to get back to their home countries for

their regular rest period, and then back to work
– due to quarantine rules and visa problems for
non-EU drivers.
The “driver shortage” issue is the reason for FTL capacity shortages in European transport seen by most survey
participants. And “demography” - the
fact that more older drivers are retiring
from the workforce than younger drivers can be attracted to the FTL industry
– is seen as the dominant cause for the
driver shortage,
A second cause for capacity problem in European FTL: Speaking to FTL industry members
suggests that there are other causes at work
than the driver shortage, which exacerbate the
FTL industry’s capacity problems in Europe.
Question 4 of the survey asked for “potential
other business reasons causing FTL-capacity
shortage in Europe? To what extent and why are
truck operators deliberately REDIRECTING/WITHDRAWING CAPACITY from this market- even if the
driver shortage issue could be handled?
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In Table V responses to this question are summarized.

Shifting FTL capacity to
more attractive other
transport markets
Reducing FTL capacity
due to new regulations
and bureaucracy
Leaving the FTL market
due to competitive
pressures and low profit

No importance

Little importance

Moderate
importance

High importance

Very high importance

5

13

17

11

3

0

3

11

19

18

0

7

13

15

15

Table V: Survey responses to question 4 on other business reasons causing FTL capacity shortages.

Table V shows that the cause in row 2 of the table
– new regulation introduced by the European Commission’s “Mobility Package”, and the related bureaucracy – is of most concerns to the survey respondents. A slightly lower number of respondents notes the related fact that profitability in the
European FTL market is declining. For an increasing number of the smaller, low-cost FTL operators
from Eastern Europe, who originally were attracted
by a promise of making good margins in the high
cargo volume markets of Central and Western Europe, that attractiveness is rapidly declining. Several of the survey respondents state their concern

that insolvencies and deliberate withdrawals by
those smaller operators are contributing to a decline in available FTL capacity. Capacity once withdrawn from the market it not believed to come
back, even if demand will return to pre-Corona levels and growth pattern in the future.

An increasingly less attractive regulatory and competitive market environment, especially for smaller FTL operators, is contributing to losses of capacity in the European FTL market.
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V. How do FTL capacity
providers react
to the situation?

One last question (Nr. 5) in the survey asked for the respondent companies’ responses to the FTL
capacity situation in Europe, as they see it. Table VI shows the results.

No changes in growth and
investment plans
Minor downward adjustments
(<10% of capacity)
Significant downward adjustments
(>10% of capacity)
Active expansion of
fleet/ subcontractor commitment

Reponses to the situation in April/May
2020
(1st Corona wave)

Responses to the
current situation
(2nd Corona wave)

Likely capacity actions once the pandemic is over
(2021 ++)

10

14

14

11

10

2

18

4

4

2

10

19

Table VI: Survey responses to question 5 on the respondents’ business reactions to FTL capacity shortages.

The most surprising responses are in the bottom
row of the table (shaded). While during the first
wave of the Corona pandemic a majority of the respondent reduced their capacities due to the disruptions in demand at the time, a growing number
of the carrier and forwarder respondents say that
post-Corona they plan “active expansion” of their
fleets – despite of the concerns seen in the answers to the earlier questions: that the available
supply of FTL capacity will shrink in the future.
What could be the reason?
At this point it is necessary to recall that the respondents to this survey were chosen deliberately
among the stronger, larger, and probably most
professionally managed members of the FTL carrier, forwarder and other logistics service provider
industry members.

They will try to counteract to the expected shrinking supply by expanding their fleets, when they are
operating on an asset-based business model, or
by increasing and tightening their relationship with
selected dedicated subcontractors, when they are
operating on an asset-light or non-asset-based
business model.

Among the larger, professional members of the FTL carrier and forwarder
industry there are plans towards the
expansion of own fleets and tighter,
longer-term subcontractor relationships reported, most likely in anticipation of more shortages of subcontractors on the open market.
12
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VI.

The future supply
of European FTL
transport capacity:
First takeaways

There are no simple answers to the question
about the current and future capacity situation
in European FTL transport, as it was raised on
the first page of this report. Not all participants
in this market are assessing the situation the
same way.
Big shippers whose volumes of cargo are large
and attractive, and some big asset-based carriers
with professional driver recruiting and human resource management capabilities appear to see capacity shortages as less of a problem. Carriers and
forwarders who heavily rely on the market for independent subcontractors are more affected today
and more concerned about capacity problems in
the future.
But despite of such differences in the assessment
of capacity shortages, there is an underlying problem: So far, a very large share of the FTL capacity
in Europe is provided by smaller, independent
truckload operators, most of which are homebased in Eastern Europe. This group is increasingly coming under pressure. Their access to drivers willing to work for them is slowly dwindling due
to irreversible demographic trends and the fact
that alternative job opportunities to younger people in their home countries are becoming more
available. They also experience growing difficulties
of employing drivers from non-EU neighbor-countries due to reasons such as the new EU Mobility
Package regulations, visa issues, health and quarantine requirements of the Corona pandemic.

Last not least, wage and other cost levels are rising for them at a fast pace.
Against this background, some trends shaping the
future of the European FTL industry are emerging:
The trend towards concentration and professionalization of the asset- and non-asset based providers of FTL capacity will continue, even accelerate
in coming years. Their recruiting and human resource management skills, and their ability to select and balance load volumes for more efficient
uses of their resources become more important.
Against this competition, more small truck operators are withdrawing from the market, For those
who can and do want to stay, they find increasing
opportunities to commit to closely-knit dedicated
relationships which the bigger non-asset providers.
And shippers, finally, will have to accept that FTL
capacity in the future will not be available as flexibly, as generously, and as low-cost as in previous
years. Their contribution to relieving capacity
shortages and bottlenecks can be in better forecasts of capacity needs, efforts to smooth their demand, and allowing for better alignment between
the FTL capacity suppliers’ availability of resources
and their own shipment scheduling. This way they
will share in some of the risks and contribute to
the future efficiency and sustainability of Europe’s
logistics system.
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